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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A civil assessment is a type of poverty
penalty charged to people who miss a
deadline to pay or appear in court. One
of the highest and most common fees in
California, it is a $300 hidden fee charged
to people in cases involving anything from
a traffic ticket to a felony. For many people,
this can exponentially increase the amount
they owe. For example, the addition of a
civil assessment and administrative fees can
take a $35 base fine for running a stop sign
and increase it by over 850 percent.
Policy decisions about this hidden fee have
been made with very little data about how it
affects Californians, or whether it serves a
purpose. For example, many policymakers
believe civil assessments are most often
given for “failure to appear,” but courts issue
more than 80 percent of these fees in traffic
or infraction cases where no court appearance is required. An estimated 300,000
people get civil assessments each year,
primarily as a punishment for not paying with
money they do not have.

To understand the actual impact of this
hidden fee, the Debt Free Justice California
Coalition conducted surveys with more than
200 people with recent traffic citations. This
new data is released for the first time in this
report.
The survey results speak powerfully
to the problems and limitations of civil
assessments. The survey shows that civil
assessments are not acting as a deterrent:
three out of four people did not even know
the fees existed. The data shows that
paying off civil assessments comes at the
expense of everyday needs—rent, food,
and utilities—for the vast majority of people
who are charged this hidden fee. The survey
also provides insight into why the civil assessment largely fails to induce people to
resolve their citations, with evidence that the
actual cause of most people’s inability to pay
or come to court is lack of money, or other
circumstances beyond their control.

The key findings from the survey and accompanying research are:
•C
 ivil assessments simply do not work.
There is no evidence that charging $300
induces people to appear or pay a ticket.
Survey results show that 73 percent of
respondents were not even aware that
they could receive a $300 fee for missing
a deadline to pay or appear in court. When
asked what kind of punishment would most
incentivize them to make timely payments
and appearances, a plurality of survey
respondents (38 percent) chose, “Nothing.
I simply cannot afford to pay.” Remaining
respondents said partial debt relief, alternatives to payment, or text reminders would
help much more than punitive fees. Both
the lack of awareness of the $300 fee and
4

people’s inability to afford even the original
citation fees suggest that civil assessments
do not and cannot play an important role in
ensuring payment or appearance.
• M
 ost people cannot afford to pay civil
assessments. Of those surveyed, 68
percent could not afford to pay the $300
hidden fee. If people had to pay an additional $300 on top of fines and fees
for the original ticket, 86 percent said it
would affect their ability to pay for food, 75
percent said utilities, and 65 percent said
rent. For the many who can’t afford to pay,
civil assessments are a source of debt,
instability, and anxiety.

•B
 lack and Brown Californians bear
the brunt of civil assessments. Black
and Brown Californians are more likely
to be pulled over, and more likely to be
ticketed. One California study found that
Black people made up just 7 percent of the
population, but over 16 percent of all stops.
Previous studies also have shown that
households of color are twice as likely as
white households to lack adequate income
to meet their basic needs. As they are
given a disproportionate share of tickets,
and more often stopped without cause,
Black and Brown people are disproportionately punished by high add-on fees like the
civil assessment.
•C
 ourts financially benefit from civil
assessment revenue, which creates a
troubling conflict of interest. Unlike other
citation fees, courts get to keep a significant
portion of the revenue from civil assessments. Courts directly benefit from imposing

There is evidence that alternatives to
the civil assessment are equally or more
effective at causing people to pay or
appear by the deadline. Common sense,
non-punitive practices like text message
reminders have proven effective in other
states at getting people to resolve cases.
Californians are eager for local courts to
begin employing similar measures; 44
percent of survey respondents requested
that courts begin offering text reminders.
Other studies show that when we get
rid of extreme penalties, like high fines
or suspending driver’s licenses for nonpayment, people are more likely to pay.
Even if there was evidence that punitive
measures work, there are other so-called
“sticks” besides civil assessments in the
current system: people who do not pay can
have their employer contacted and their
wages garnished, lose their tax return, or
have money taken directly out of their bank
5

civil assessments, whether they are appropriate or not. In fact, though the legislature
passed a statute requiring discretion in
assessing the fee “up to $300,” 88 percent
of courts surveyed use $300 as the default
amount to be imposed in every case. In
fiscal year 2019-20, California courts collectively received more than $96 million in
revenue from civil assessments. More than
$54 million of those collections were retained
by the courts and this revenue often constitutes a substantial portion of many courts’
annual budgets. This conflict of interest is
one reason why ability-to-pay programs
are not a solution. In one county, after 18
months of implementing ability-to-pay, the
court imposed the full $300 civil assessment
in 97 percent of cases where the court found
the person could not afford to pay, while
reducing or eliminating the fines and fees
that did not benefit the court.

account. And incentivizing court appearances is unnecessary: in traffic and infraction
cases, where the vast majority of civil assessments are given, people need not ever
appear, because courts can and do decide
cases without the person present, using trial
in absentia statutes.

We must repeal civil assessments.
They are ineffective and exacerbate
the disproportionate punishment
of Black and Brown Californians.
Rather than rely on extreme back-end
penalties that do not work and
drive people into debt, our system
of justice should invest in proven
front-end tools that make it easier for
people to pay or appear.

$ What is a Civil Assessment?
Stephanie Jeffcoat was living in a tent in
Anaheim in 2019. One day, while crossing
the street, she was cited for jaywalking. When
she could not afford to pay the ticket, the
court charged her a $300 fee, which more
than doubled the cost. This $300 fee, called
the civil assessment, is imposed against
defendants who, like Stephanie, miss a court
appearance or payment deadline. Civil assessments, though imposed against at least
300,000 people each year,1 and possibly
as many as one million people each year,2
remain unknown to most Californians.
Stephanie didn’t know that she would be
charged $300 for her inability to pay her
citation. It quickly became a terrible weight.
Through many recent accomplishments—
landing a non-profit job, remaining sober, and
attending school full-time while caring for her
daughter—she continued to carry this court
debt. Aware of the fact that such debts can
lead to wage garnishments, tax intercepts,
and bank levies, for years Stephanie worried
that the civil assessment would impede her
narrow path to financial stability.

sign, or even hitchhiking, biking outside the
bike lane, or forgetting to report a change of
address to the DMV.
By law, courts have the discretion to charge
any amount from $0 to $300. They do not
use it. The vast majority of courts uniformly
charge the maximum amount.3 Most often,
a computer system issues notice that the
person owes an additional $300, and it is
never reviewed by a judge. Of the forty
California courts that responded to public
records requests, thirty-five courts had this
default practice of setting the civil assessment at the maximum $300.4

Stephanie’s story exemplifies the harm
caused by civil assessments. This harsh fee
tends to punish people for circumstances
that are beyond their control and straddle
them with debt that can last for years. Since
Black and Brown families are more likely to
be pulled over, it contributes to inequality and
taxes the people who can least afford it.

Considering that California’s traffic tickets
are already the highest in the nation,5 the
courts’ imposition of additional $300 hidden
fees has the effect of making a bad situation
worse. Civil assessments increase people’s
court balances beyond the point that they can
bear to pay. A $300 civil assessment for
not paying the fine in a jaywalking case,
for example, results in a late fee that is
1,200 percent larger than the base fine for
jaywalking.6 Making matters worse, some
courts impose multiple civil assessments in
a single case, resulting in up to $600 in late
fees on top of the original amount owed.7 The
California Judicial Council itself, in a 2017
Futures Commission report, found that this
practice “exacerbates the cycle of debt and
may decrease [a person’s] ability to pay the
full amount owed.”8 Yet nothing has changed.

California Penal Code section 1214.1 establishes the civil assessment: “in addition to …
other penalt[ies] . . . the court may impose
a civil assessment of up to three hundred
dollars ($300)” against a person who does
not pay any part of a fine, or appear in court.
It can be imposed if the offense was anything
from an infraction to a felony, but the vast
majority are assessed in the most minor
cases, like jaywalking, rolling through a stop

Every year, California courts process over 3.2
million infractions.9 By some estimates, courts
tack on a civil assessment to one in three of
those, making the civil assessment one of the
highest-impact fees in the state.10 For those
who are able to pay their traffic tickets, the
assessment is avoidable, or at worst, an inconvenient price for forgetting to pay. But for the
many who can’t afford it, civil assessments are
a source of debt, instability, and anxiety.
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California’s $300 hidden fees are exorbitant
by any standard, especially when compared
to similar fees in other jurisdictions. In
Florida, for instance, late payments can lead
to $16 fees as well as a collections charge
of up to 40 percent of the original amount
due.11 In Delaware, when someone is cited
for failing to comply with a traffic signal,
local authorities are authorized to impose
late fees, but the fees are capped at $30.12
In several counties in Texas, the initial late
fee is $10–$25, and if the case is referred

to collections, it could cost up to 30 percent
of the fine.13 The maximum fee for a missed
credit card payment—as established by
current federal regulation—is $29, or $40 if
someone missed other recent payments.14
Compare that to the $300 civil assessment
charged in California, which is 152 percent
of the original amount due for driving with
expired tabs or 125 percent for failure to stop
at a stop sign, or $600 when courts impose
it twice in one case, for 305 percent and 252
percent of the original amount due.15

The Cost of a Ticket for Failure to Obey a Traffic Signal in Different Jurisdictions
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LATE FEE AS A PERCENTAGE OF THE COST OF THE CITATION
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Finally, though this $300 hidden fee applies
if someone does not appear in court or pay,
the vast majority of these fees are applied
in infraction and traffic cases, where the
person is not required to appear in court.
If someone wants to challenge a traffic
citation, they can specially schedule a court

appearance, but unlike in misdemeanor
and felony cases, the norm is for people to
pay the citation and never come to court.
As a result, the $300 is primarily used as a
punishment for not paying. In other words,
people who cannot afford to pay the original
amount are charged an extra $300.

In 2009, Saieda
SAIEDA Evans received
traffic tickets,
EVANS three
with hundreds of
dollars of fines
and fees, while she was the primary caretaker
for her daughter and her grandmother who
had terminal cancer. Saieda was already doing
everything she could to keep a roof over their
heads; it required all the time, money, and
effort she had. “I chose to feed my child and
pay rent instead of paying my traffic tickets,
because that was more important. We chose
to survive.”

in late fees, bringing her total balance to
more than $3,000. To make matters worse,
the DMV then suspended her license and
her bank account was levied, even though it
had almost nothing in it.

This was the beginning of more than 13
years of traffic ticket debt.
Because Saieda could not pay, the Court
subjected her to multiple $300 civil assessments. All together, she was charged $1,200
8

“I felt like I was drowning and could not come
up for air. I was trying to get back on my feet,
but this debt kept weighing me down.”
Saieda tried everything to pay off her traffic
ticket debt. She couldn’t do community service
with her demanding work and caretaking
schedule. An Ability-to-Pay program reduced
some debt, but still left her balance at over
$1,000. Saieda eventually connected with legal
organizations, but even with the help of multiple
attorneys, she still owes more than $600 for
tickets she received in 2009. Had she not been
charged $1,200 in late fees, Saieda would have
finished paying off her balance long ago.
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New Data: 2021-2022 Survey
To better understand the impacts of civil
assessments, the authors of this report
conducted surveys with more than 200
people with recent traffic citations. Through
a mix of in-person, telephone, and online
surveys, the authors gathered information
about a range of issues related to civil assessments, including the causes of missed
court appearances and payment deadlines,
people’s awareness of civil assessments,
and the financial trade-offs that additional
court-debt forces people to make.28 The data
gathered from these surveys is made public
for the first time in this report.

As detailed in the following graphs, the survey
responses speak powerfully to the problems
and limitations of civil assessments. They
demonstrate that, for many Californians,
paying off civil assessments comes at the
expense of their everyday needs—rent, food,
and utilities. The data also provides insight
into why the civil assessment largely fails to
deter failures to appear and pay, showing that
by and large people are unaware of the civil
assessment and that circumstances beyond
their control interfere with their ability to
attend court or make their payments.

Civil Assessments Harm Californians
The new data collected for this report show the
stark consequences of the state’s civil assessment policy. Of those surveyed, 68 percent
could not afford to pay the $300 hidden fee.
When faced with paying the civil assessment,

86 percent said they were concerned about
their ability to pay for food, 75 percent said
utilities, and 65 percent said rent. For the many
who can’t afford to pay, civil assessments
are a source of debt, instability, and anxiety.

Paying a Civil Assessment Would Interfere with Respondents’
Ability to Pay for Necessities
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Three hundred dollars is so out of reach for
many low-income people that charging them
does nothing to influence their decision-making on whether to attend court or pay the fine

“

“Having to pay this late fee will take away
my ability to provide food for myself for
almost a month or it will cut into my ability to
afford gas/transportation to get to work.”

upfront—instead, the steep fee coupled with
other fines and fees simply debilitates those
unable to pay, with disastrous consequences for
their lives. Given the precarity of so many Californians’ finances, a $300 or $600 fee on top of
the original ticket is bound to cause economic
instability, with no proven public benefit.
The civil assessment operates as a regressive tax and prevents people from being able
to move on with their lives after interacting
with the criminal legal system, and entrenching people further into poverty.

“Paying this late fee would mean that I have
to choose between paying off this fee or
paying rent.”

Civil assessment debt can lead to aggressive collection tactics. People burdened by
these $300 hidden fees may be pursued or
harassed by a private collections agency.
They may find their bank accounts levied,
their tax refunds intercepted, and their
wages garnished. For many Californians,
already living on the brink of poverty, such
collection tactics can push people into
financial instability or ruin.

“This fee has prevented me from being able
to even address this ticket or get it removed
from my record. It is an astronomical amount
of money for someone who does not have a
surplus of income in an already costly state
to live in.”

Civil Assessments Do Not Promote
Timely Payments or Appearances
Civil assessments are often touted as a
tool to encourage people to appear in court
or pay on time. However, most people are
unaware of civil assessments: 73 percent
of all survey respondents did not know that
they could be charged a $300 late fee for
missing a payment deadline or court appearance.29 In fact, 42 percent of those who had
already been charged a civil assessment
did not know they had received a late fee in
their case. Given that most people are uninformed about the civil assessment, including
those who have had recent tickets, it cannot
reasonably be argued that civil assessments
play an important role in producing court
appearances and timely payments.
10

42%
of respondents with civil assessments,
did not know they had received them.

73%
of respondents did not know they
could be charged a $300 assessment
for missing a court appearance or
payment deadline.
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“

“Tacking more money onto my bill
doesn’t make sense. It doesn’t make it
easier for me to pay. It makes it harder.”
– STEPHANIE JEFFCOAT
For those close to the process, it is of little
surprise that Californians are largely ignorant
about the existence of this $300 hidden fee.
As one California court official said: “Show me
the person who reads the fine print and understands they’ll be charged the $300 civil assessment if they don’t pay or miss their court
date. It’s archaic; no one knows about it.”
It is not just that the threat of a civil assessment may not produce the intended results, it’s
that the imposition of civil assessments may
reduce the likelihood that the Court will ever
collect the relevant debts. Adding an additional
monetary penalty like a civil assessment does
not make one more likely to pay but rather
makes it even less likely that they can.
Civil assessments are harsh and ineffective
responses to inability to pay because they
impose additional debt on those who are in no
position to pay the original balance.
The same is true for appearances in court.
First, civil assessments as punishment for
“failure to appear” are a red herring. More than
80 percent of civil assessments are given in
traffic court, where people are not required to
appear.30 The only reasons to appear are to
voluntarily challenge the basis of the ticket,
or explain why you cannot pay. For someone
who cannot afford to pay a traffic citation,
showing up in court to explain why is likely
to be an expensive, logistically difficult, and
fruitless experience. As one Judicial Council
report recognized, “Traveling to the courthouse during business hours can be a[]
burden for [people], who often must leave
work or family duties.”31
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Survey responses make clear that limited
money and resources are the primary reasons
that people do not respond to a citation. Lack
of transportation stands out as an especially
common reason for being unable to appear
in lieu of payment–being unable to pay the
citation often means being unable to pay for
transportation. And unemployment and lack of
income are given as explanations for a large
proportion of failures to pay. When asked
why they had failed to appear or pay, one
respondent said, “Not able to appear or pay
because no money or transportation.” This
same sentiment was reflected in numerous
responses. Another common refrain was
lack of notice about deadlines and appearance options, especially amongst those with
unstable housing. Expressing a point made
by many others, one respondent explained
that they could not pay or appear because
they “did not have [a] permanent household
to receive mail (experiencing homelesness).”
Other people did not schedule court appearances when they could not pay because they
were simply too scared about the punishments
they would face in court, like the respondent
who answered, “Nervous to appear in court,
afraid of possible consequences.”

Most people who get civil assessments
have low incomes. DMV data from 2016
shows that people who did not pay or appear
on a citation were concentrated in California’s
lowest-income zip codes. 92% of the zip codes
with above-average non-payment/non-appearance rates also had household income levels
lower than the average.35
The correlation is even more significant for
race: 95 percent of the 75 zip codes with
a percentage of Black residents above
20 percent had an above-average rate
of consequences for not appearing or
paying a ticket.36

Civil Assessments: The Hidden Court Fee that Penalizes Poverty

It is counterproductive to punish inability to
pay or appear with further financial obligations.32 Contrary to the personal accountability framework that contributed to so many
anti Black policies in past decades, studies
show that most people want to honor their
obligations, and do so when they can.33
For people who have the money to pay the
citation by the deadline, none of these concerns

are relevant—they never have to go to court,
never get the $300 hidden fee, and never have
to stress about spiraling debts, wage garnishment, tax intercept, or bank levy resulting from
one traffic stop. The current system is premised
on much stricter consequences for people who
do not have money, which is not how our justice
system should work.34

Civil Assessments Disproportionately
Affect Black and Brown Californians
Data reveals stark racial disparities in California law enforcement targets for traffic
stops.37 Black and Brown Californians are
more likely to be pulled over38 and therefore
more likely to be ticketed.39 One California
study found that Black people made up
just 7 percent of the population but over 16
percent of all stops.40 Searches of Black and
Brown drivers are less likely to lead to the
discovery of contraband than are searches of
white drivers.41 As compared with traffic stops
of white drivers, stops of Black and Brown
drivers are more likely to result in citations
for non-observable offenses, suggesting that
law enforcement more frequently lacked good
cause to stop Black and Brown drivers.42 In
fact, traffic stops of Black drivers are more
likely to lead to any kind of citation. In a 2022
study, 31 percent of drivers perceived to be
Black—the highest of any racial group—had
an action taken against them at a traffic
stop, i.e., instead of a warning, they got a
ticket.43 Specifically, though officers stopped
445,412 more white drivers than Black
drivers, officers took action against 9,431
more Black drivers than white drivers.44 All of
this suggests that racial bias, rather than behavioral differences, is to blame for the disproportionate number of stops and citations
targeting Californians of color.
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These numbers are similar for non-traffic
infractions, the tickets heard in traffic court
that do not involve driving, like jaywalking
or loitering. The Lawyers’ Committee for
Civil Rights of the San Francisco Bay Area
reviewed45 over 250,000 non-traffic citations
issued in 2020 across the state and found
that Black Californians are 9.7 times more
likely to receive a citation for an infraction
than white Californians, whereas Latinx Californians are more than 5.8 times more likely.
Racially skewed infraction enforcement in
turn produces a racially skewed demography
of civil assessments. While data specifically
detailing the race and ethnicity of people who
receive civil assessments has not been made
available, there is data about the racial demographics of those receiving other punishments for not paying or appearing on a traffic
ticket. One such punishment is license suspensions, which are still frequently imposed
along with civil assessments for failure to
appear. A prior study—conducted when California still allowed license suspensions for
failure to pay— found that the percentage of
Black residents living in a California zip code
is positively correlated with the zip code’s rate
of license suspension due to failure to appear
or pay.46 Bench warrants are another punishment sometimes used to address failure to

Civil Assessments: The Hidden Court Fee that Penalizes Poverty

pay or appear. Data from one county shows
that, though Black people only make up 5.8
percent of the local population, 48.7 percent
of those arrested for “failure to appear or pay”
traffic court warrants are Black. Given the
highly unequal distribution of license suspensions and bench warrants, it is safe to
assume that civil assessments are also
imposed in largely unequal ways.
It should come as no surprise that a fee
created to punish people who cannot afford
to pay their balance or get to court would be
imposed disproportionately against low-income people. Though data on the distribution
of civil assessments to people of different
income levels has not been made available,

When
Fatemah
FATEMEH
just
MEHRABAN was
19 years
old, she
was pulled over by California Highway
Patrol (CHP) officers in Sacramento and
issued two citations. Like so many other
Californians, Fatemeh was unable to pay for
her tickets. As a result, she was subjected
to $600 in hidden fees, bringing her total
balance to over $1,800. As a full-time
student, working nights and weekends at her
family’s grocery store, she had no way to
piece together that kind of money.
However, Fatemeh still went to court hopeful
that she could deal with her citations and
pleaded with the judge for relief, but instead
was only given the option to do hours of
community service for the Sheriff’s Department. The stress of completing her hours
under the court’s strict deadlines, while
being a full-time student and part-time
employee, caused Fatemeh to experience a
mental health breakdown.
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the data on license suspensions confirms that
punishments for failure to pay and appear
predominantly affect lower-income people.47
The license suspension study referenced
above found that the proportion of a zip code
that is low-income is positively correlated with
the rate of license suspensions for failure to
pay and appear in that zip code.48 It is thus
extremely likely that civil assessments impact
low-income people at higher rates than those
who are more affluent. It almost goes without
saying that those who have the money to
quickly pay their tickets online are far better
situated to avoid a $300 hidden fee than
those who lack the resources to pay.

Because she was unable to complete her
community service hours, her full debt
balance was reinstated. Fatemeh took an
additional part-time job to help pay off the
debt, but the new job caused her to lose
her Medi-Cal coverage. As a result, she
lost access to her therapist and her needed
medications. Not long after, she dropped out
of college. She has not been able to return to
school since then or fully restore her mental
health.
Five years since Fatemeh was pulled over
by CHP, the tickets and their accompanying
debt still reverberate in her life. Long after
she addressed the issues giving rise to the
tickets, the burdens of court-debt remained
with her, affecting her wallet and general
well-being. Like so many other Californians,
she encountered a toxic mix of expensive
fines, inadequate payment options, and
$600 in hidden fees. For her, the effects
have yet to wear off.
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Civil Assessments Pose a Conflict of
Interest for Courts
After the successes of the civil rights
movement, throughout the “tough on crime”
era in the 1980s and 1990s, states across
the country adopted policies that increased
criminalization of Black and Brown people.49
In California, these policies—like the
draconian Three Strikes law—increased California’s prison population by 225 percent,
and created a fiscal crisis for California
superior courts in the 1990s.50 The California
Legislature responded by creating the civil
assessment.51 The civil assessment was
created to raise funds for increased incarceration of the people most likely to be policed.
Civil assessments pose a conflict of
interest for courts. While courts must
turn some civil assessment revenue over
to the state and county,52 a significant
portion of the revenue remains in their
own accounts.53 Courts are both imposing
civil assessments and directly benefiting
from the revenue they generate.
In fiscal year 2019-20, courts collectively
received more than $96 million in revenue
from civil assessments.54 More than $54
million of those collections were retained by
the courts.55 This revenue often constitutes
a substantial portion of the court’s annual
budget. For instance, in Riverside County, in
FY 2020-21, the Court collected $9.4 million
of civil assessments and retained $6.9
million of those collections as revenue.56
This amounted to 13.9% of the Court’s
annual revenue.
Civil assessment revenues can be, and
often are, spent on judicial salaries and
benefits.57 This means that the same judges
who decide when to impose a civil assessment and how much to charge can benefit
directly from the revenue these hiddens
14

fees generate. The influence of this fiscal
pressure is not often public, but court administrative documents are revealing. In notes
received in response to a Public Records
Act request, from a Riverside County Court
meeting, the Court’s Chief Executive Officer
recommended imposing civil assessments in
more cases “to increase revenue.”58
This conflict of interest may be unlawful.
Local low-income residents and non-profit
groups sued San Mateo County Superior
Court in early 2022 for illegally imposing
civil assessments, and several other California courts have received threats of similar
lawsuits.60 Federal courts have found that
similar funding schemes in other states
violate Due Process. In a seminal case
called Tumey v. State of Ohio, the U.S.
Supreme Court announced that it violates a
defendant’s due process rights when a judge
“has a direct, personal, substantial pecuniary
interest in reaching a conclusion against”
the defendant.61 In Tumey, the judge stood
to derive a financial benefit from the fine
he imposed on the criminal defendant. The
Court ruled for the defendant because of the
improper incentives this revenue scheme
created.
More recently, the Fifth Circuit found that
the fines and fees practices of the Orleans
Parish Criminal District Court (OPCDC) gave
rise to just such an unconstitutional conflict
of interest. The New Orleans judges would
assess fees and their salaries increased
as a result.62 The Fifth Circuit ruled that the
fines and fees structure could not stand
because it gave rise to improper incentives.
At the very least, California’s current funding
scheme has the appearance of impropriety.63
A process by which judges can increase
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What happens when courts get to keep
the money they assess?

the court’s revenues by imposing heftier
late fees on unsuspecting individuals is
bound to undermine confidence in the impartiality of the justice system. Additionally,
there is reason to believe that this perverse
incentive structure is actually shaping court
practices. Though the statutory language of
Penal Code section 1214.1 prescribes that
civil assessments be “up to $300,” almost
across the board, courts impose the full
$300 against every eligible defendant. Of the
40 California courts that responded to public
records requests, 35 courts sent documents
showing that the civil assessment was, by
default, set at $300. If courts benefit directly
from the imposition of higher late fees,
they have motivation to assess fees at the
maximum, even when a lower fee would be

Solano County Superior Court was sued for
punishing people for not being able to pay
traffic citations by suspending their driver’s
licenses. In the 2017 settlement of the case,
the court agreed to reduce or eliminate
fines and fees for people with low incomes.
However, 18 months after the new ability-to-pay process was implemented, data
showed that even in cases where the court
explicitly decided that the person could not
afford to pay, and it forgave and reduced
all other fines and fees (that the courts do
not keep), it still imposed the full $300 civil
assessment in 97% of cases.59

Thirty-four-year
SALENA old caregiver
and CalWorks
SILVA
recipient Salena
Silva lives in San
Lorenzo with her thirteen-year-old son. While
taking care of her family, living in a van
outside of her brother’s house, and looking
for housing, she has also been saddled with
nearly $5,000 in traffic fines and fees.
In 2009, Salena received a ticket for open
container. When she couldn’t pay the
citation, she was charged a $300 late fee
— yet another bill she couldn’t afford. This
debt increased over the next decade, during
which she received four other citations,
each with late fees that amounted to more
than $1,500. The fees loomed over her life,
causing anxiety and stress while she was
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already struggling to pay for day-to-day
costs like gas and food.
“They were trying to take all of this money
away from us, but we didn’t have any in the
first place.”
Moreover, she wasn’t able to obtain a
driver’s license because she couldn’t pay off
her tickets. Only when she contacted legal
advocates could her tickets be dismissed
and, finally, after thirteen years, was she
eligible for a license.
Salena wishes that there had been more
reminders to pay so she could have avoided
at least some of the civil assessments, which
doubled or tripled the base fine amounts.
“Being notified would have been helpful.”
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Most Civil Assessments are Uncollectible–
People Simply Cannot Afford to Pay Them
Courts annually charge people hundreds of
millions of dollars in civil assessments. Yet,
they recover only a small proportion of what
they charge. For example, data from San
Francisco County Superior Court indicates
that the Court’s collection rate for civil assessments in criminal court is just 13.5
percent.64 Documents from the Riverside
County Superior Court show that administrators assume a 20 percent collection rate
on civil assessments when formulating the

Courts across the state report extremely
low collection rates for civil assessments

20%

67

13.5%
8%

68

69

Can you afford your late fee?
No 68%

Riverside Superior Court

Yes 17%

San Francisco Superior Court

Maybe 15%

Humboldt Superior Court

In 2005, the Legislature increased the civil
assessment from $250 to $300 to help
“offset the decrease in undesignated fees
going to courts.”70 Yet data from the last few
years show that revenue has decreased
over time, as citations for traffic violations
have decreased.71 In fiscal year 2016-17,
$110 million was collected in civil assessments.72 By 2018-19, it had decreased to
$95 million;73 and by 2020-21 it had again
fallen to $70 million.74 Over the last five
16

court budget.65 In Humboldt County, the
annual collection rate is 8 percent.66 Such
low rates are not the result of lax collection
efforts but rather because most people who
are ordered to pay civil assessments cannot
afford to pay. Amongst survey respondents,
68 percent indicated that they cannot afford
to pay $300; the percentage of people who
cannot pay the original fines and fees plus
$300 or $600 in hidden fees is surely higher.

years, revenue from civil assessments has
decreased by 36 percent.
Further, a 2016 report on fines and fees,
including the civil assessment, from the
Legislative Analyst’s Office similarly found
that “a large portion of this balance may
not be collectable as the costs of collection could outweigh the amount that would
actually be collected.”75 Taking into account
the amount of civil assessments and the
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time and resources spent trying to collect
such assessments annually, most courts
generate relatively little net revenue. Courts
maintain staffing and infrastructure to allow
for the imposition of civil assessments and
collection processes, which includes fiscal
obligations such as salaries, benefits, and
non-personnel costs. For example, in fiscal
year 2020-21, collectively courts across the
state spent $20.1 million trying to collect
$69.9 million in civil assessments.76 Essentially nearly 30 percent of all civil assessment revenue went toward collection efforts,
with a low percentage of return.

There is no data on the complete amount of
outstanding civil assessment debt owed to the
courts. This is a result of the fact that many
Superior Courts have no record of the civil assessment debts they are owed. When asked to
provide such a figure, multiple courts indicated
that they had “no responsive records.”77 Debts
that are not being tracked almost certainly
will not be collected. Courts are thus keeping
80 percent of the approximately half a million
Californians with civil assessments under
the threat and stress of debts that the courts
are neither tracking nor relying upon.

Proven Front-End Tools Make It Easier For
People to Resolve Tickets
Existing research shows that alternatives
to the civil assessment are equally or more
effective at generating timely court appearances and payments. After the San
Francisco County Superior Court stopped
imposing driver’s license suspensions for
failure to appear, it actually saw an decrease
in delinquent debt per filing. The Court
has found that “commonsense collections
practices, rather than reliance on extreme
penalties like driver’s license suspensions,
are more likely to aid collections.”78 The
same principles apply to civil assessments.
Data collected in New York City criminal courts
reinforces this: there, researchers found that
clarifying changes to the court summons form
reduced failures to appear by 13 percent, and
that text message reminders reduced failures
to appear by 26 percent.79 And there is reason
to believe that Californians would welcome the
introduction of text message reminders in their
traffic courts. When asked what actions the
court could take to help people resolve their
tickets on-time, 44 percent of survey respondents requested that the courts provide text
reminders before hearings and deadlines.
17

Courts need not develop new practices
before eliminating the civil assessment. They
already have other tools at their disposal
to encourage court appearances and
payments. In response to non-appearance,
the courts have the authority to conduct
trials in absentia.80 This is how non-appearances are addressed in the civil context,
where there is no civil assessment and also
no other punishment for non-appearance.
People who do not appear in the civil context
typically lose the case by default, which is
a significant consequence and one already
available in the traffic courts.81 A defendant
being found guilty in absentia is no trivial
matter; a guilty verdict can lead to the imposition of fines, points on an individual’s
driving record, increased insurance costs,
and even suspension of a driver’s license in
certain circumstances.

44%
of survey respondents requested that
courts begin offering text reminders.
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The courts also have numerous ways of addressing failure to pay. They can engage a
collection agency to try to recover the funds or
can refer the case to the Franchise Tax Board,
which is authorized to use bank levies, contact
employers to issue wage garnishments, and

employ tax intercepts to collect court-imposed debt. With these aggressive collection
tools already on the table, the civil assessment
adds nothing but more of the debt that is
drowning many California families.

Recommendations
•E
 nd the civil assessment. It is punitive.
No data shows that it is effective for any
just purpose; in fact, most people do not
know it exists. Courts have a conflict of
interest, but still impose it. And it is causing
between 300,000 and 1 million Californians, each year, to struggle to pay for
food, rent, utilities, or transportation.
• Investigate common-sense process
improvements. Text reminders, clear
notices, alternatives to financial punishments; there is far more evidence supporting these best practices than our current
ineffective system of disincentives. In the
absence of common-sense practices,

courts are able to enrich themselves by
charging civil assessments at the expense
of low-income people of color.
• F
 und the courts without requiring them
to extract money from court users. Fair
and impartial courts are necessary now
more than ever. The Governor and the
legislature should allocate general fund
money directly to the courts as a backfill
for former civil assessment revenue. In the
interest of fully funding courts, this backfill
and reform is urgent in 2022, before civil
assessment revenue—and the funds
needed for sufficient court operations—
decline even further.

Conclusion
In 2022, California should not be relying on antiquated, back-end, extreme penalties
that drive poor people of color into debt. It is time to end civil assessments to advance
racial and economic equity, use commonsense policies driven by data rather than 1990s
biases, and end this clear conflict of interest.
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